AIRPORT WAY CLOSED FOR EMERGENCY BRIDGE REPAIRS

Watch for Detours at Hazelton Avenue and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard

STOCKTON, Calif. – Inside lanes northbound and southbound on Airport Way will be closed for emergency bridge repairs over Mormon Slough between Hazelton Avenue and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard.

While outside lanes in both directions will remain open, the closure will impact northbound and southbound travel on Airport Way between Hazelton Avenue and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard – all vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles. Detours will be posted to direct traffic through neighborhoods to Airport Way as an alternate route. Trucks should use Wilson Way. Travelers will be directed by changing message boards and temporary signage.

Travelers are advised to avoid this area during the closure and to use alternate routes, as the road work will result in significant time delays. Please pay close attention to flaggers and signs in the work zones, and be on alert for workers and equipment. Repairs may be impacted by weather conditions.

For more information, please visit www.stocktonca.gov/trafficalert or call the City of Stockton Municipal Service Center at 209-937-8341.
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